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Following Yager (Inform. and Control 44 (1980) 236-260), the negation concept 
is connected with fuzziness one. By studying this connection algebraically, we show 
that if L is a chain with an order-reversing involutionary negation, a new chain i, 
based on the fuziness concept, is possible to build on L. Some theorems involving L 
and i are established. Extensions of given concepts in fuzzy sets theory are also 
presented. 9 1986 Academic Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the description of real situations, mathematically modelled by using 
the fuzzy sets theory of Zadeh [13], the fuzziness concept plays an impor- 
tant role because it is necessary to measure the degree of uncertainty of 
experiment under study. Several authors have proposed a fuzziness 
measure: De Luca and Termini [3,4] Capocelli and De Luca [2], 
Knopfmacher [lo], and Yager [ll, 121. 
In this last paper, the author supposes that membership grades lie in a 
lattice (which is not necessarily the unit interval) and points out that the 
negation concept is tied with fuzziness one. In Section 2, we algebraically 
investigate this connection in a chain L endowed of order-reversing 
involutionary negation, by defining a binary operation which induces in L 
a join-semilattice structure. Such a structure, by using the fuzziness 
measure proposed by Yager [ 121, can be extended to a new chain, which is 
denoted by i. In Section 3, we establish some theorems involving the 
chains L and i and furthermore we provide a connection of our result with 
Yager’s one [12]. 
In Section 4, we show that if u is a given antitone valuation of L, an 
isotone valuation G on i can be defined. Finally, in Section 5 we give some 
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extensions of these concepts in fuzzy sets theory to the general case of a 
measurable carrier X in the sense of Knopfmacher [lo]. 
2. LATTICES, NEGATION, AND FUZZINESS 
In this paper, we shall denote by A and v the meet and join operators 
in a lattice L, respectively, and by < its natural ordering (for lattice 
theoretical terms used here see [ 11). A mapping N: L + L is a negation if 
for every x, y in L, 
NN(x) =x, (1) 
x,<y implies N(x) 3 N(y). (2) 
THEOREM 1. Let L be a lattice. Then order-reversing condition (2) and 
De Morgan’s laws are equivalent. 
Proof: If (2) holds, we have 
N(x) = N(x A y) = N(x) v N(y) and N(x v y) = N(y) = N(x) A N(y), 
which are the De Morgan’s laws. If De Morgan’s laws hold, the negation N 
is order-reversing by Proposition 1 of [ 111. 
In [ll, 121, Yager defines fuzziness of a statement (P) a measure of the 
distinction between (P) and its negation (not P), i.e., (P) and (not P) 
are close (far), the statement (P) is said to be more (less) fuzzy. Further, 
he supposes that the membership grades lie in a lattice L and if L is dis- 
tributive with an order reversing involutionary negation N, a good measure 
of fuzziness of an element x of L is given by x v N(x). Here we use such a 
measure in a chain L and for brevity, since no misunderstanding can arise, 
we put N(x) = 2. 
Let x, y be elements of L. Let us define 
FCx, Y) = (a E (4 y): x 6 (x v -4 A (y v y,}, 
F(x, y) is not empty, otherwise (x v X) A (y v j) <x and (x v X) A 
( y v y) <y imply (x v 2) A ( y v y) < x A y. Then if x v X = (x v 2) A 
(yvj), we have x<xvX<x~y, a contradiction. Ifyvy=(xv%)A 
( y v y), we have y < y v jj < x A y, a contradiction too. Then we can define 
the following binary operation in L: 
x v/y=v {“:ccEF(x,y)). (3) 
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Remarks. Ify=x,thenxvty=xvx=xvy.Ify=x,thenxv,.y=x. 
THEOREM 2. Ifxvl;=yvj, thenxvry=xvy. 
Proof It follows immediately from (3). Now we can show 
THEOREM 3. Let x, y be elements of L such that 
xvifyvj. (4) 
Thenwehave~v~y=yiffxv.?>yvj. 
Proof. Necessity. If x vry = y holds, this means y belongs to F(x, y). 
We now distinguish two cases: 
(a i ) If x lies in F(x, y ), we have from (4) x < y and therefore 
x > j. (5) 
From (4) and y E F(x, y), we have 
y6(xv.t)A(yvy)<xv,f. (6) 
Then (5) and (6) imply y v j < x v X. 
(a*) If x doesn’t lie in F(x, y), this means 
x>(x v X) A (y vjqay. (7) 
Then we deduce that 
(xwA(Yv~)=(Yv.~)~ 
otherwise we have by (7) 
x>(XVX)A(yvy)=xvx, 
(8) 
a contradiction. Equation (8) implies y v j < x v x and from (4), we get 
yvy<xvx. 
Sufficiency. If x v X > y v j holds, we obviously have 
y<.YVj=(XVf)A(YVj), 
that is, y belongs to F(x, y). We consider two cases here also: 
(b,) If x lies in F(x, y), then x< y v j<x v X and therefore 
x v X=X. This implies jr y v y<X. By (2), then we have X-C y and 
therefore, by (3), x v/y = y. 
(b2) If x does not lie in F(x, y), we get immediately x v/y = y. 
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COROLLARY. Let x, y be elements of L such that (4) holds. Then we have 
(x VfY) v (x VfY) = b v 2) A (Y v A. 
Proof If xvfy=y, by Theorem 3, the thesis being 
(x qy) v (x vry) = y v j = (x v X) A ( y v j) follows. If .x V,~Y = x, by 
Theorem 3, we deduce also x v X < y v j, and this implies the thesis 
because we have 
THEOREM 4. Let x, y be elements of L such that (4) holds. Then we have 
x V/Y =Y iffX v/j=j iffX v/y=y iffx vrj=j, (9) 
XV/y>XA.?AyAj. (10) 
Prooj’I Conditions (9) follow by Theorem 3. We now prove condition 
(10). Suppose that x v, y = x and x A X A y A j = x. Then we must have 
x < y and consequentely X > j. By Theorem 3, we have too x v X < y v j 
and therefore 
x<y<x<y. (11) 
By x vry = x, it follows since (9) holds, that x vrj = x, whereas by (1 l), 
x vfj = j, and then we should have x = j. This implies x v X = y v j, a 
contradiction. Thus x A 2 A y A j #x and condition (10) is satisfied. 
If it reSdtS that x vry = y, we similarly prove that x A X A y A j # y. 
Now we can show a converse result of Theorem 4 and strictly speaking: 
THEOREM 5. Let L be a chain which has a negation satisfying the 
involution property (1) and let x, y be elements of L such that conditions (4), 
(9), and (10) hold. Zj”x<y, then X>j. 
Proof By involution property ( I), we have x = y - X = j. Then we can 
suppose x < y and 
X<j (12) 
and therefore 
xv.iY<yvy. (13) 
If y lies in F(x, y), from x < y, follows that x v,/y =y. By conditions (9) 
and (13) we deduce 
2 V,Y=y=V{aE~(‘(x,y):a~(X V 2) A (y Vj)} 
=V{clEF(x,y):a<x v x}. 
409.114.1-11 
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This implies j 6 x v X and since (12) holds, we have j < x and so 
X<j<x<y. (14) 
On the other hand x vly = y implies, by (9), that X vry = y and so 
y=V{aEF((X,y):aq , xvx)A(yvy)}=v{aEF(x,y):a~xvx}, 
that is y <x v X, a contradiction to (14). 
Therefore y does not lie in F(x, y) and then we have 
x Vfy=x 
and, consequentely 
x v,y=x. 
Since (10) holds, we have by (15) 
(15) 
(16) 
and by (16) 
x>x/\xr\yr\y, (17) 
x>xr\xr\y/\y. (18) 
Thus (17) and (18) imply x A ;F > x A X A y A j =y A j, a contradiction 
because from x < y and (12) we have x A X <y A j. This completes the 
proof. 
From definition (3), Theorem 6 follows: 
THEOREM 6. The structure (L, Vf) is a join-semilattice. 
Proof: Idempotency and commutativity laws are obvious. In order to 
show associativity law, we distinguish live cases: 
(c,) Supposethatxv~#yvj#zv~andxv~#zv~. 
By corollary, we deduce 
(XV,y)Vfz=//{CIE~(X VfJ',Z):6[(XVfy) V (m)] A (Z V z)} 
=V{C&(X 'Qy,Z):Cr<(X Vi) A [(y V j) A (Z V f)]} 
=V{aEF(x vfy,Z):cC<(X V 2) A [(Y V,Z) V (m)]} 
=V{cEF(x,y qz)} =x Vf(.V v,z). 
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(c,) Suppose that x v X =y v j #z v Z. By Theorems 1 and 2, we 
iset 
(x vry) vfz = V (a E F(x vfy, z): a G [(x v y) v (x v y)] A (z v 5) 
=//{a~F(x vfy,z):ad [(x vy) v (2 A j)] A (z v Z)} 
=V{asF(xvfy,z):a,<[(xvyvX)~(xvyvj)] 
A(ZV2)) 
= v (a E F(X, Z): 016 (X V i) A (Z V T)} =X V1.Z. 
On the other hand, we have from corollary 
x V/(Y v,d=VI aEF(x,y v,z): a<(x v 2) A [(y Vfz) v ( y)l> 
= v {a EF(X, y VfZ): Ct < (X V i) A (y V j) A (Z V .f)} 
and therefore the thesis. 
Similarly we can show the cases 
(q) xvx#yvj=zviand 
(c,) x v x=2 v Z#y v j. 
Now we suppose that 
(c,) xvX=yvj=zv~. 
The thesis follows immediately by Theorem 2. 
We explicitly observe that Theorems 2 and 3 imply 
x V.fY = 1 Y if xvX>yvy XVY if xvX=yvj. 
Now, let us define a meet-operation “A/’ as follows: 
X 
X Afy= 
if xvX>yvy 
XAY if xvX=yvj. 
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One can easily prove, by arguing as in Theorem 6, that the structure 
(L, A~) is a meet-semilattice. Then it is possible to unify the above semilat- 
tice structures in a new chain on L if we define a total ordering < ,. on L, 
based on the meaning of fuzziness measure x v X, as 
xvX>yvj or 
ifx v X=y vj, thenx6y. 
The chain (L, Q~, A~, vf) will be denoted by t. 
3. FURTHER LATTICE RESULTS 
In this section we establish several lattice results which give some con- 
nection between the total orderings of L and i. 
THEOREM 7. If x < y <z in L, then (x A,.z) 6 fy in L. 
Prooj We must prove that x A.~Z = (x A,.z) A, y. Then we distinguish 
two situations: 
(d,) x ADZ= x. This implies from (19), 
xvx>zvz. (20) 
We must show that x = x A ry, that is, 
xvx>yvy. (21) 
Let us suppose that 
xvx<yvy. (22) 
Then (20) leads us to 
zvZ6xvX<yvJ. (23) 
We claim y v j = j otherwise if y v j = y, we should have from (23), 
z < z v z < y v j = y, a contradiction to the hypothesis y < z. From (22), it 
follows that 
which implies x > y, an absurd being x < y. Therefore (22) no holds, thus 
(21) is true. 
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(d,) x ADZ = z. This implies from (19) 
zvz2xv.f 
We must prove z ~~y=z, that is, 
zvz>yvy. 
Let 
zvz<yvy. 
Then we deduce from (24), 
(27) 
It must be that y v j = y, otherwise (27) implies 
x<xvx<yvy=j, 
which gives x > y, a contradiction to the hypothesis x < y. 
From (26), we get z dz v Z < y v j = y, a contradiction to the 
assumption y <z. Therefore (26) is impossible and (25) holds. 
(24) 
(25) 
(26) 
THEOREM 8. If x v y < z in L, then in i we have 
(x A,Z) v (y n,z) = (x v y) h,fZ. 
ProoJ: First we have 
(x v y) v (D-jj) = (x v y) v (X A j) = (x v y v 2) A (x v y v j). (28) 
Now we distinguish four cases: 
(ir) x A~Z=X and y ~,z=y. 
This implies x v X > z v Z and y v j B z v Z. Then from (28) we deduce 
(xVy)V(xVy)>(XV~)A(yVj)>ZVi. 
Then we have the thesis since we obtain by (ir), 
(xvY)A~z=xv~=(~A~z)V(~A~Z). 
(i2) x AfZ=X and y Af”Z=Z. 
This implies 
(29) 
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xvXvy~xvyvj. (30) 
By (28), (29), and (30) we deduce 
(xvy)v(xvy)=xvyvy~xvzv~=zv~, (31) 
because x<z holds by hypothesis. Therefore (31) and (i2) give the thesis 
being (xv y) A~Z=Z=X v z=(x A.,z) v (y A,z). 
(i3) x A.~Z=Z and y A~Z=Y. 
This implies 
yvy>zvzdxvx (32) 
and then we have 
xvyvj~xvivy. (33) 
BY (20 W, and (33) we deduce 
(x v Y) ’ ~(xvy)=xvxvyQzvzvy=zvz, 
being y < z by hypothesis. 
(34) 
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from which we get 
Equation (34) and (i3) lead to the thesis since (x v y) ADZ = z = z v y = 
(x AfZ) v (y AfZ) holds. 
(i4) x A,Z = y ADZ = z. This implies 
ZVZb(XVx)A(yVj). (35) 
By (28) and (35), we obtain 
(X V y) V (X V y) 6 (Z V L? V y) A (X V Z V i) = Z V 2, (36) 
being x v y < z by hypothesis. 
By (36) and (i4) the thesis follows since 
(X V y) A\.,Z=Z=Z V Z=(X AfZ) V (y A/Z). 
Now we recall the following results and definitions of Yager [12]. Let L 
be a distributive lattice having negation with the involution property. We 
define a equivalence relation E in L as 
XEY iffx=y or x=j 
for every x, y EL. So L can be decomposed in equivalence classes only con- 
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stituted by an element and its negation. We say negate pair (or simply 
negate) a such equivalence class and LZ = L/E the set of these negates. 
Furthermore, we say that x is fuzzier than y, in symbols xfv, if x and 2 
lie between y and j, that is, 
xA(yvy)=x=xv(yAy), (37) 
xA(yvy)=x=xv(yAy). (38) 
By Theorem 7 of [ 121, one has 
xfv iff %fy iff xfi iff Zfi. 
So this fuzziness relationship, if L is a chain, leads to a total ordering G 
over LZ (see Corollary 1 to Theorem 20 of [ 121) defined as 
(X,3~(Y,Y) iffxfy, (39) 
where (x, X) and (y, j) belong to 3. 
We explicitly point out that 2 can be structured in totally ordered lat- 
tice if we put 
1 
(x, 2) n (Y, Y) = (4 4 
(43u(Y>Y)=(Y,Y) 
iff xfy. (40) 
In connection with the above result of Yager, we present the following: 
THEOREM 9. Zf L is a chain, the map 
is an order-reversing lattice mor,bhism. 
Proof: From definition (19), we have 
X>fY impliesx v X6y vj. (41) 
Then we obtain 
xdxvX<yvj and Xdx v x<y vy. (42) 
By (42) follow the equalities at left hand of (37), (38). 
By applying De Morgan’s law to (42), we get 
X>yr\j and X>YAj, 
and then we deduce the equalities at right hand of (37), (38). 
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Therefore, by returning to (41), we can write 
X2./Y implies xfv implies (x, X) G ( y, j), (43) 
that is, cp is order-reversing function. 
Now, to show the equality 
cp(x vf.4 = dx) n rpb4 
we distinguish several cases: 
(44) 
(k,) xvx#yvjandx~~y=y. 
By Theorem 3, we deduce x v X > y v j and this means x 6fy by 
definition (19). So is (x, X)2( y, j) from (43). Then the hypothesis (k,), 
(39) and (40) give (44) since we have 
cptxvfY)=hY)=( x,X)nty,y)=cptx)ncpty). 
(k,) x v X#y v j and x vfy=x 
It sufhcies to apply the same argument mentioned in (k,). 
(k,) x v x=y v j and x vfy=y. 
From definition of the lattice operation vf, we have x v/y = x v y = y. 
This means x 6 y and therefore x < fy by definition (19). From (43), it is 
(x, 2)~ ( y, j). This, the hypothesis (k,), (39) and (40) imply (44). 
Analogously we can prove (44) if we have 
(k4) xv X=y vj and x v,~~=x. 
By dually reasoning as above, one can prove that 
cptx A fY) = v(x) u cp(Y) 
holds, and this concludes the proof. 
4. VALUATIONS ON THE CHAIN i. 
Let be R+ the nonnegative reals and v: L -+ Rf an antitone valuation on 
the chain L. Now we define a functional 5 i + R+ as follows: 
for any x E t. 
C(x) = v(x v X) (45) 
THEOREM 10. v is an isotone valuation on the chain i. 
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Proof: By letting x=x v X for any XE t, we have, by corollary, for 
every x, y E i, 
and therefore 
6(x VfY) + qx Afy) = u(a A 9) + u(i v 9) = u(i) + u(j) = 6(x) + q y). 
By definition (19), we deduce 
x~,y~f~~~B(x)=u(~)~u(~)=v^(y) 
and this completes the proof. 
5. EXTENSIONS OF ABOVE CONCEPTS TO FUZZY SETS 
Let X be a set and 9(x) = {g: X-+ [0, l]} be the set of all fuzzy subsets 
of X. Zadeh [12] introduced a lattice structure in P(X) by pointwise 
operations so defined for every x E X and g,, g, E 9(X), 
kl A g2)(x)=min{glb), g2(x)lf (sl v g2)(x)=ma4gl(x), g2W 
and a natural ordering as 
g1<&?2 iffg,(x)<g,(x) for every XEX. 
Furthermore, the so-called complement g as g(x) = 1 -g(x) for any 
x E X, satisfies involution and De Morgan’s laws. F(X) can be also par- 
tially ordered by sharpening ordering defined as [3] for any x E X, 
gl dshg2 iffg, (xl <g2(x) ifg, (xl 6 f, gl(x)3gg,(x) ifgl(x)24 
and this ordering does not induce a lattice structure in 9(X). 
Let a denotes the fuzzy set constantly equal to a and it is well known 
that 9(X) with respect o above operations is a complete distributive but 
noncomplemented lattice with universal bounds 0 and 1. The concepts of 
n. 2 and 4 can be extended in the lattice R(X). Indeed, it is possible to 
induce in F(X) an ordering with respect o fuzziness and to build a lattice 
with minimum 0 and maximum 4, nevertheless F(X) is not totally ordered 
set, if we define pointwise as (19), 
g1 <f g2 iff 
gl(x) v kTl(x) >g2(x) v g2(x) or 
if g,(x) v gl(x)=g2(x) v g2(x), theng,(x)G:g,(x) 
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for any XEX. So we obtain the lattice g(X) = (9(X), <,., A~, v,~) 
ordered by pointwise measure 2, where $(x) =g(x) v g(x) for any x E X. 
Further pointwise orderings in 9(X) based upon this idea appear in [7]. 
Following Knopfmacher [lo], we consider the general case when X is 
the carrier of a measure space (X, S, w), where S is an a-algebra of subsets 
of X, w is a totally finite positive measure and F(X) is the set of fuzzy sub- 
sets of X which are measurable functions. 
A natural way to define the functionals energy e and entropy h on 
measurable fuzzy sets has been proposed by De Luca and Termini [5] as 
and h(g) = !*, Q%(x)) dW(X)> 
where g E F(X), @ and Y are real functions such that 
Q(t) = 0 iff t=O, @ nondecreasing in [0, 1 ] 
and 
Y(t)=0 iff t E {0, 1 }, Y nondecreasing in [0, l/2] 
and nonincreasing in [l/2, 11. 
Then, the functionals so defined for any g E F(X), 
and 
1 
~/z(g)=- 
w(X) 
are antitone valuations on Zadeh’s lattice 9(X) which induce, respectively, 
the following isotone valuations in g(X), 
a,(g)=@(l)- l -e(B) and 
1 
w(X) 
fj/zk)=- 
w(X) 
h(i). 
Such valuations, which are examples of (45) in fuzzy sets theory, verify 
the properties proposed by De Luca and Termini [3] for a fuzziness 
measure of a fuzzy set. 
Following Dumitrescu [9], a nonfuzziness measure on s(X) is a real 
functional p: 9(X) -+ R+ such that: 
(PI) p(g) is minimum if and only if g(x) = 4 almost everywhere in X, 
(P?.) p(g) is maximum if and only if g is a sharp set (i.e., 
g: X+ {0, 1)) almost everywhere in X, 
(P3) Hgl) 2 kid if g, 6 sh g2. 
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These properties have been deduced in natural way from analogous 
items stipulated by De Luca and Termini [3]. One can easily show that 
glGshg2 implies g , 6 /g2 ; 
the reverse is not true. Then, by substituting (P3) with the following 
requirement: 
(b,) p is antitone with respect o ordering 6/, 
we specify a noteworthy class of nonfuzziness measures which is referred 
(as the entropy measure in [7]) to the ordering of a lattice. 
Finally, we observe that if v is an antitone functional on F(X), then 
p(g)= v(g A 2) with gEp(X) satisfies (P,), (P2), and (P,). For example, 
the functionals in 9(X) so defined 
Ve(g)=@(i)---&e(gAk) and v,,(g)=!Y(i)---&“(gAf) 
are antitone on the lattice F(X) and they induce, respectively, the follow- 
ing nonfuzziness measures 
1 
--e(g r\g) and ph(g)= Y - 
w(X) 
6. CONCLUDING COMMENTS 
Applications of the results of this work to the fuzziness measure of the 
solutions of composite fuzzy relation equations, defined on totally ordered 
lattice, shall be attempted in future papers. Such applications shall continue 
the study already begun by the authors in their note [6]. 
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